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In this we believe…
It is always a pleasure to submit the CAP Annual Report. It
is very rewarding to look back into this last academic year and
see how much it has been accomplished by our faculty,
students, and staff.
At the same time that many colleges in the nation have gone
into hibernation mode waiting for our current global financial
winter to go away, in contrast we have been operating with the
enthusiasm of a new beginning. Are we crazy? I don’t think
so. We have great opportunities in front of us and this is an
ideal time for planning the next 5 years as we approach our big
50th anniversary in 2015.
Surfing the opportunities of the future is not that different from
surfing the waves of the ocean. You have to start paddling in
anticipation to the arrival of incoming waves. Metaphorically,
this year we have started a new strategic planning cycle that
will allow us to take full advantage of incoming opportunities.
The first step in a strategic planning cycle is a fundamental
examination of who we are and what we believe. We hope
that the pages of this report will help us all answer these
fundamental questions.
As in previous years, this report has adopted the structure of
our University’s Strategic Plan and in such a way promotes
integration and synergy through all our units.
We invite you to review this report and share in our
excitement and enthusiasm. This is a great time to be at CAP.
Guillermo Vasquez de Velasco, PhD
Dean of the College of Architecture and Planning
Ball State University
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Faculty & Staff Appointments, Promotions, and Retirements
Lohren Deeg (UP) was appointed Assistant Professor in the Department of
Urban Planning. He received his B.Arch and M.Arch. degrees from Ball State
University. Lohren’s appointment will begin in the Fall of 2010.

Meg Calkins (LA), was granted tenure in the Department of Landscape
Architecture. Meg holds a Bachelor of Urban Planning from the University of
Cincinnati and Masters degrees in Architecture and Landscape Architecture from
the University of California-Berkeley.

Wes Janz (AR), was granted a promotion to the rank of Professor in the
Department of Architecture. Wes holds a B.S. and M.Arch. from the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and a Ph.D. from the University of Michigan.

Dr. Carol Flores (AR), Professor of Architecture retired on December 18, 2009
after 13½ years of service to the University. Carol is author of Owen Jones –
Design, Ornament, Architecture, and Theory in an Age of Transition, published by
Rizzoli in 2006.

David Schoen (UP), Professor of Urban Planning retired at the end of the Spring
2010 semester. Professor Schoen served the department and Ball State University
for thirty years. Dave and his wife, Mandira Kar-Schoen have established a
scholarship for high-achieving students in the department.

In Memoriam
Professor Alvin E. „Sonne‟ Palmer (AR), passed away in March 2010.
Professor Palmer received his B.S. in Arch from Texas A & M University and his
M.S.Arch from Columbia University. Sonne served the department for 31 years.
He will be missed by those who have relied on his quiet strength over the years.

Cheryl Duffy (AR), former Administrative Coordinator in the Department of
Architecture passed away on June 20, 2010. Cheryl retired in February 2009
having served the Department of Architecture for nine years, and prior to that, the
Department of Landscape Architecture for eleven years. We will miss you Cheryl.

GOAL 0

The College of Architecture and Planning will contribute to the distinctiveness of Ball State
University, and develop a unique identity among schools of architecture and planning.
-Building on our Strengths and preserving our Character
-Strategic Planning
In design and planning our thoughts are not traveling slowly down a single-lane road.
Our thoughts travel at high speed down a multi-lane highway and we are constantly
changing lanes. We change lanes because every time we do so new opportunities will
emerge ahead of us. In the design studio we frequently tell our students that after
spending some time with a pencil and paper drawing schematics they need to change
medium -change lane- and work with modeling materials or digital media. The change
of medium, -and consequent change of tone in the subliminal dialog that takes place
between the medium and intellect, will provide new design opportunities.
Our institutions can be addressed as open-ended projects. Traditionally we manage the
evolution of our institutions through mission statements that provide us with the
equivalent to a “design briefing.” It is common for us to spend substantial amounts of
time reviewing our mission statements again and again without changing lane; without
changing medium. We have initially proposed that we change the traditional medium we
use for establishing our institutional design briefing and frame our discourse within the
freedom of the things we believe in.
So far, by revisiting our CAP GREEN PAPER developed during the 2007-08 academic
year we have arrived to the following TIBs (THIS I BELIEVE) as an initial briefing.
TIB #1 - We believe in “The Power of the Studio”
We have acknowledged the studio as the fundamental pedagogical model that provides
for knowledge convergence and application in our disciplines.
TIB #2 - We believe in “Learning without Borders”
We have acknowledged that our college campus in Muncie is our home base but we
constantly travel out into the region for our community projects, the nation with our
annual field trips; and the world through our signature study abroad programs.
TIB #3 - We believe in “Multidisciplinary Integration”
We have acknowledged the correspondence that exists between our disciplines and
professions. We are proud of our professional personas but we also recognize our need
for each other and the richness that emerges from our interaction.
TIB #4 - We believe in “The Perpetual Learner”

We have acknowledged that we never stop learning. Our faculty symposium and alumni
symposium are evidence of our need to share knowledge and learn from each other.

Images of a PowerPoint presentation that is used systematically during visits to
other institutions (for recruitment) and when visiting former students (as update).
-Summer College Leadership Council Retreat

The College Leadership Council has conducted two retreats in the summer of 2010
(May 24th / June 21st ) and it is scheduled to hold a third one on August 2nd. The agenda
of such meetings has been largely framed in the process of strategic planning that will
take us to our 50th Anniversary in 2015. A fundamental subject has been the
introduction of higher levels of equity and autonomy between departments and
programs. In particular the subject of financial equity and autonomy has been central to
all our sessions.

Timeline of CAP’s current strategic planning cycle.
-Engaging our Alumni
-Visits to Alumni and Alumni Events.
The Dean and the Development Director of CAP made a number of individual visits to
firms in Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, Chicago (alumni reception was attended by 35
former students, Mahesh Senagala –Chair of Architecture, and several faculty
representing all departments in the college), and Dallas (7 firms with former students
were visited).

Reception for Alumni in Chicago, hosted at the offices of the firm Perkins + Will.
(October 20, 2009)

Visit to the Dallas Cowboys Stadium, project of former CAP alumnus Mark Williams of
HKS (February 3, 2010)

Also this year the Dean attended the annual conference of the American Planning
Association in New Orleans and met with a number of former students in that venue.
Several faculty members of the department of urban planning and a group of 40 current
students of the department of urban planning were also in attendance in a variety of
capacities. Our student contingent was the largest of all schools of planning. The Dean
has made the commitment of attending the 3 collegial and 3 professional annual
meetings of the disciplines represented in CAP.

Attendance at the APA (American Planning Association Conference) where CAP:IC was
recognized (April 10- 12, 2010)

We also hosted a dinner (with 7 current supporters) and a reception for former students
participating in the Annual American Institute of Architects (AIA) Convention in
Miami, Florida (attended by 26 former students).

Reception for AIA (American Institute of Architects) Members and Alumni in Art Center of
South Florida, Miami Beach, Florida. (June 11, 2010)

--CAP Alumni Symposium + Alumni Day 2009 (Annex #1)
Following on the success of the first CAP Alumni Symposium in 2008, on September
11th , 2009, we welcomed our alumni back into our lecture halls for a full day of
presentations on the wonderful ways in which they are contributing to expand/enhance
our disciplines and professions. Within the program of the day-long event, the 2009
Outstanding Achievement Award recipients, Mark Williams, AIA, LEED AP (BArch
'89), John Hawkins, AIA (BArch '82) and Rachel Minnery, AQIA, LEED AP (BArch
'98), made presentations on their work and trajectory to an audience of colleagues,
faculty, and students. Professor Harry Eggink was awarded the Charles M. Sappenfield
Award of Excellence. That evening, also within the program of Alumni Day, we hosted
an alumni recognition banquet that was very well attended.

Session presentation by:
Thomas Kerwin (BArch '86),

From Left to Right:
Prof. Harry Eggink, Mark Williams,
Rachel Minnery, and John Hawkins.

Formal publication of abstracts for the Alumni Symposium
-College Scholarship Luncheon
In thanksgiving for a growing number of scholarships, the college hosted a luncheon on
December 5th to celebrate our donors and the students that benefited from their
generosity. During the luncheon the students delivered custom-made thank you cards to
the donors. Attendance: 85

Welcome to the students in the library of
the Alumni Center

Donor recognition program during the
luncheon

-College Advisory Boards
The College Alumni Society Board of Directors met several times during the 09-10
academic year. Minutes of the meetings are available. The following chart shows the
entering and continuing membership of this advisory group:

2009-10 Entering Membership
Trent Spence, President
Karen Courtney, Past President
Mark Demerly
Heather Graninger
Greg Jacoby
Jeffrey R. Mader
M.J. Meneley
Carol Ann Schweikert
Adam Thies
Malcolm Cairns, Faculty member
To be elected: 2 Architecture + 1 planning
member

2010-11 Continuing Membership
Greg Jacoby, President
Karen Courtney, Past President
Mark Demerly
Heather Graninger
John Marron
M.J. Meneley
Carol Ann Schweikert
Rose Scovel
Vacant to be appointed, Faculty member
To be elected: 2 Architecture + 2
Landscape Architecture

GOAL 1

The College of Architecture and Planning will promote academic excellence among
undergraduate and graduate students seeking a rigorous learning experience.
Objective

A. Attract, enroll, retain, and graduate a more selective and diverse student body.

-Undergraduate recruitment
The first common year of CAP’s undergraduate curriculum has attracted a record
breaking number of students holding the Indiana Honors Diploma. In our 2009-10
freshman class 94% of the students hold the Indiana Honors Diploma. The remaining
6% are likely to be students coming from out-of-state origin.

-Graduate Program Brochures
-Following on the design and production of brochures for the college undergraduate
programs and the graduate architecture and landscape architecture programs during the
2008-09 year, this year we have completed the production of brochures for our graduate
programs in Urban and Regional Planning, and Master of Urban Design based in our
Center in Indianapolis.

The Master of Urban and Regional Planning brochure plates.

The Master of Urban Design brochure plates.
-Departmental Web Sites
-Following on the initial re-design and development of CAP’s Web Site in 2008-09, this
year we have completed the migration of departmental and most institutional content to
the new format. Work continues in the further refinement of our web site trying to
better reflect the character of the individual units of the college.

Screen Capture of Upgraded Wed Site
-Departmental Newsletters
-The Departments of Architecture and the Department of Urban Planning have
developed electronic newsletters that are delivered periodically to internal and external
audiences. The feedback received form faculty, students and former students has been
very positive.

Electronic Newsletter of the Department of Architecture

Electronic Newsletter of the Department of Urban Planning

Objective

B. Provide each undergraduate with the opportunity to participate in an immersive learning experience.

-A multidisciplinary group of students under the direction of Professor Paul Foulger
provided redevelopment plans for armories in Indiana. This followed a request by the
army for such an assistance by the department of urban planning.
-Last summer, students under the direction of Professor Scott Truex, were engaged with
community residents, business owners, civic leaders and elected officials evaluating the
“carbon footprint” of Nappanee, Indiana. This immersive learning program was funded
by the Virginian B. Ball Center for Creative Inquiry. For the summer semester the team
concentrated on how they could work with community members and begin the transition
from “gray to green!” A premise of the study is that new “green community
development” practices are needed to continue attracting investment in the new green
economy.
The team spent four of the ten weeks in the community analyzing, researching and
measuring energy consumption to calculate the overall carbon impact of Nappanee
residents and businesses. Based on these discoveries the team and the local community
developed a “Climate Action Plan” to serve as a road map for a “greener lifestyle for
residents” and guide for financial savings for businesses and the City as they reduce their
dependency on non-renewable energy sources.
The team was comprised of nine undergraduate students of several department, and one
project assistant who is a grad student in Urban Planning. Together the Ball State team
and Nappanee leaders are exploring what a “green community” can be and how this
effort becomes a catalyst for community development based on quality of life criteria that
is sustainable.

Another important event facilitated by the Ball State team was the Nappanee Green
Summit held on Thursday, July 23rd. Over two hundred participants gathered at the
headquarters of the Electric Motors Corporation to hear nationally recognized green
organizations and speakers explain how going green saves money and creates new jobs
and business opportunities. BSU CAP alumni were part of the program explaining how
LEED and sustainable development practices are establishing new standards for buildings
and communities.
Professor Vera Adams and her class joined the national AIA SDAT team and Professor
Bruce Race‟s Master’s class in Urban Design studio in a three day, 24/7 charrette. Their
focus was on five neighborhoods surrounding the proposed light rail transit node at 22nd
and the Monon Trail on the east side of Indianapolis. The history of the roughly 1000block area dates back to Indy’s earliest settlements and was the site of major automobile
and steel manufacturing. Students prepared on-site surveys of existing conditions in
demographics, housing conditions, infrastructure, vacant lands, brownfields and
circulation. Their insightful observations proved accurate when they met with community
members in October, where they surveyed the local residents to identify their highest
priority concerns. With three days of intense problem definition, alternative solution
development and presentations to the community, they returned to their university studio
to prepare Goals, Objectives, Recommended Strategies and Timelines for
implementation.
-On October 28-30, 2009 over 80 students and over 80 professionals and Ball State CAP
faculty participated in a charrette exploring sustainable futures for the neighborhoods
surrounding 22nd Street and the Monon trail in Indianapolis. Running parallel with a
national AIA Sustainable Assessment Team (SDAT), the students demonstrated
planning, landscape and architectural concepts and methods for revitalizing the area
utilizing sustainable design principles.
Students worked as members of three teams. One team focused on green neighborhoods
with an emphasis on green infrastructure, renovation and infill. A second team explored
ways to use mixed-use infill development as a catalyst for reinvestment and reintroduce
social and economic focus for the neighborhoods. A third team emphasized reinvesting in
brownfield sites around future lightrail transit stations to create jobs and transit-oriented
lifestyles.
Students and faculty from all three CAP departments provided energy and ideas that
fueled the charrette process. The event included community workshops and open houses
where students presented their concepts and talked about them with area residents and
SDAT team members. At the conclusion of the charrette, students presented and
discussed their ideas with Indianapolis Mayor Ballard and City Council representatives.
Since the charrette, the Mayor has underscored his support for the use of transit and
sustainable investments as an integral part of economic development strategies.

Professor Bruce Race, FAIA, AICP of the Urban Planning Department and planning
alumnus Brad Beaubien, AICP of CAP Indy serve as co-chairs for the area community
steering committee. They are helping coordinate a collaborative effort between neighborhoods, professional volunteers, the City of Indianapolis and local Community
Development

CAP students discussing their sustainability ideas with Mayor Ballard

C

Objective
. Increase the number and quality of significant in- and out-of-classroom learning opportunities such
as experiential learning, international learning experiences, and service learning.

-Service Learning
-In Fall 2009, students in the PLAN 203 Regional Planning Studio completed a community
planning study for Heritage Lake, a private lake side community in Putnam County, Indiana.
The community is challenged by its changing identity from a weekend getaway to a full-time
exurban community. Among these challenges is paying for needed services with a small
annual property owner’s assessment, and one of the lowest tax rates in the state! This
experience exposed 2nd year students to the planning process and some typical planning
issues they are likely to face in the field upon graduation. The students exhibited excellent
critical thinking skills, which culminated in a professional-quality planning report and
presentation to the community on December 12th.

Upland Immersive Learning:
A group of faculty, students,
residents, and town officials
combined efforts spring
semester 2010 as part of a
community-based course at the
College of Architecture and
Planning. This charrette design
team produced drawings and
recommendations for the future
redevelopment of the Town of
Upland, Indiana. Annex #2.

-The third year planning studio was engaged in two community studies in the fall semester.
In the first five weeks, students studied, explored concepts, and developed recommendations
for connecting five Cultural Districts using a Bicycle Trail network. The Muncie Urban
Revival Association (MURA), a Ball State student organization, initiated the project in
collaboration with the City of Muncie and cultural district/bike advocates from the area. The
studio researched the role of cultural districts as a part of revitalization, and used the cultural
districts developed for Indianapolis as case studies. Two landscape architecture studios joined
the class for a two-day charrette held at the Living Lightly Fair at Minnetrista. This
community workshop generated ideas and integrated public comments for the final plan.
Each student team created a report and display to highlight the main features of each district;
the display boards were part of a public exhibit at the Muncie Downtown Art’s Walk in
September.
The class used Bluffton, IN as the study community for the remaining ten weeks of the
semester. They first developed a community profile that included census research, surveying
and several days of field work in the City of Bluffton neighborhoods. The students also
examined housing and site conditions of the community focusing on issues critical to “aging
in place.” The class was able to utilize the experiences of Carol Ellinger, Director of Planning

and Development for Aging and In-Home Services of Northeast Indiana, Inc., to help them
with this project.
At the end of the study, students evaluated their group research activities, and each produced
a community profile for the City of Bluffton. This was process was critical for the third year
students in order to have individual products demonstrating their writing, analytical and
graphic skills as they prepare for portfolio reviews in the spring. The studio ended with a
public presentation in Bluffton with each of the three teams presenting a Power Point, display
boards and summary.

-The Ball State Backyard at the Indiana State Fair
Faculty and students of the Department of Landscape Architecture continues the annual
practice of delivering (design and construction) a backyard mockup (The Ball State
Backyard) at the Indiana State Fair. This installation continues to grow through added
features every year.
-Design Week
On November 23-24, all the studios of the Department of Landscape Architecture
participate in a comprehensive design charrette that takes over the main lobby of the CAP
building. This event, now an annual tradition may evolve into a multidisciplinary event
next year.

Design Week: Work Session (right) and review of projects (left).
-CAP Field Trip Week, Off-Campus, and Study Abroad Programs.
This year a substantial number of students of the College traveled to national and
international destinations and performed on-site studies. It may be argued that CAP/BSU
has the largest design, planning, and construction field trip program in the nation, if not
the world. We are developing plans for adding more distinctiveness to the presence of our
student groups as they travel around the nation and the world. We would like to develop

the concept of “the living billboard” and let them be noticed as they travel nationally and
internationally (as long as it is safe to identify themselves as an American college group).

Chicago is always a field trip week favorite destination.

During the spring of 2010 Polyark-18/ WorldTour-4 took a group of 40 CAP students
to 23 countries and 56 cities around the world. Professors Les Smith (LA) and Ted
Wolner (AR) accompanied the students and Professor Rod Underwood (AR) remained
@ “Base Camp Muncie” acting as logistic liaison for the group. For more information on
this immersive learning experience please visit the P18/WT4 Website at:
http://www.bsu.edu/worldtour/polyark18/

On-line presence of the P18/WT4 Immersive Learning Experience

Itinerary and hometown locations of the participants in P18/WT4

The P18/WT4 group @ Suzhou Garden, Jiangsu, China

@ Milan, Italy

@ Dubai, UAE

During the first summer term of 2010 CAP-Italia took a group of eleven CAP students to
Italy and France. Professors Kevin Klinger (AR) and Tim Gray (AR) accompanied the
students.

CAP-Italia Participants. The quality of photographic documentation produced during this
year’s trip is very high and will merit the production of an exhibit.
During the first summer term of 2010 CAP-AmericanoSur took a group of five CAP
students to Uruguay, Argentina + Barcelona and Madrid. Professor Ana De Brea (AR)
accompanied the students.

CAP-AmericanoSur participants were able to visit a number of cultural landmarks and
interact with some of the leading new talent of IberoAmerica.
During the spring semester of 2010 two architecture students (Adam Fritschle and Caitlin
Goodwin) participated in our joined program with ECOSA Institute in Prescott,
Arizona. Professor Robert J. Koester, AIA LEED AP (AR) has acted as BSU advisor
for our students participating in this program.

At ECOSA Institute our students learn how to restore health to the natural environment,
and thus the human environment, through design. Their teaching learning focus is based
on synthesizing the ethical and ecological values critical to the health of the environment,
with the vitality and dynamism of the design arts.

Objective

D. Increase the number of nationally ranked or recognized academic and curricular programs.

-In Architecture:
In 2009 DesignIntelligence issued a new report that seeks to provide a more
comprehensive assessment, The Cramer Report: America‟s World-Class Schools of
Architecture. Our architecture department is listed among America’s World-Class
Schools. This report uses multidimensional rankings that are based on five criteria:
current ranking, historic 10-year ranking, ranking by academic deans and chairs, overall
campus environment & student evaluations, and program accreditation.

This year our architecture programs have been recognized by The ARCHITECT
Magazine among the top 3 schools with an emphasis in Digital Design and Fabrication,
and among a handful of schools with demonstrated excellence in addressing issues of
social justice in the built environment.

-In Landscape Architecture:
The Bachelor of Landscape Architecture ranks at #7 together with Texas A&M
University.
The Master of Landscape Architecture ranks at #10 between Cornell University (9)
and Ohio State University (11).

This year, DesignIntelligence issued a new report that seeks to provide a more
comprehensive assessment of Landscape Architecture Schools, The Cramer Report:
America‟s World-Class Schools of Landscape Architecture. In that report our
Department of Landscape Architecture ranks at the top of the list (alphabetical) of
schools recognized as a World-Class Schools “With Highest Distinction.”

-In Urban Planning
-Our Planning Program remains to be ranked 13th (national) on the category of tuition in
the range of $6,500 to $10,000 by Planetizen, and 13th of all national planning programs
without a PH.D. Program. Lastly, our program was ranked #7 in the category of most
international students. We are expecting new rankings by Planetizen for planning schools
later in the year.
Last fall, the Planning Accreditation Board (PAB) re-accredited both the Bachelor of
Urban Planning and Development (BUPD) and Master of Urban and Regional Planning
(MURP) programs for the next five years. The PAB site visit team (SVT) evaluated the
programs based on over one hundred criteria; both programs scored high marks. The SVT
was impressed with the curricula of the programs and with the planning skills that
students demonstrated in their work.

E

Objective . Offer market-responsive and nationally ranked or recognized extended education opportunities that
are integrated with on-campus offerings

-The Department of Architecture has sponsored the creation of a Graduate Certificate
Program in Digital Design and Fabrication. The program was approved this last spring
semester and is ready for implementation the incoming fall semester. This is a program
that informs and is informed by our Institute for Digital Fabrication and a substantial
number of faculty with expertise in the field of digital design.
-The College has sponsored the creation of a Master of Urban Design Program housed at
the BSU Center in Indianapolis. This program contains a number of courses for delivery
in Continuing Education format. We are in the process of packaging such courses into a
Graduate Certificate Program (in Urban Design). In similar way we are looking at the
packaging of several existing courses of the Master in Historic Preservation into a
Graduate Certificate Program (in Historic Preservation).
-As a stepping stone into the potential future development of a Master Degree program in
Real Estate Development, the planning department has produced a Graduate Certificate
Program (in Real Estate Development) that is currently in process of approval for
delivery at our Indianapolis Center. Simultaneously a comprehensive survey of
Indianapolis-based and professionally-affiliated target groups is being conducted with the
objective of assessing the potential development of a related graduate degree program.
Lunch & Learn session with Harold
Garrison, Chairman/CEO of HDG Mansur
Capital Group, LLC.
Lecture and Q&A exploring CAP alumni
interest in a Real Estate Master Degree
Program.

Faculty, students and alumni in attendance
at sessions during the 3rd annual Faculty
Symposium.

GOAL 2LARSHIP

The College of Architecture and Planning will support and reward faculty and student scholarship of
discovery, integration, application, and teaching.
Objective

A. Increase the number of quality faculty development opportunities to support high-quality scholarship

-CAP Faculty Symposium (Annex #3)
On March 31st CAP held its third Annual Faculty Symposium. That day we canceled
classes and our faculty presented papers to an in-house audience of faculty and students.
The event provided a forum for faculty to learn more about the Scholarship of Teaching
among their colleagues and explore opportunities for building synergy. The presentations
included internationally recognized work grouped in several areas of emphasis such as:
-Extended Education
-Energy and Sustainability
-Emerging Media
-Expression in Design
-Urban Transportation
-Preservation, and
-Reviews, Charrettes, etc.
Brad Barker (BArch’81), Executive Vice-President of RTKL, a company consistently
ranked among the world’s top design firms, delivered the symposium keynote.
At plenary level, departmental chairpersons (Michael Burayidi, Jody Rosenblatt-Naderi,
and Mahesh Senagala) conducted a round table discussion on the future of education.

Formal publication of abstracts for the Faculty Symposium

Keynote address by Brad Barker (BArch’81), Executive Vice-President of RTKL

Objective

B. Expand extramural funding to support scholarship.

-The Council for Research and Creative Endeavors.
In the Spring of 2008, CAP created a faculty committee (mainly Directors of Research
Centers and Institutes) charged with the development of strategic plans, tactical
processes, and general coordination of our research activities. As a means for activating
this group the college is seeking the establishment of an industry consortium
(spearheaded by former students) that may provide collectively a financial baseline to an
alliance of CAP knowledge units and groups. We are in the process of calling for a first
meeting of consortium members the day before our next Alumni Symposium.
-Grant Proposals and Extramural Funding
This is a record of all formal research proposals funded or pending review in the 2009-10
period (this list does not include some CBP or BBC projects). Through May 2010, 41
proposals were submitted (for $4,386,823) and 25 were funded (for a total of $252,560).

Director

Department

Elvin,
George

Architecture

Kendall,
Stephen

Title

Sponsor

Requested

Submitted

Status

EFRI-SEED Preliminary
Proposal: Light Balancing:
Integrating Technology with
Design for Energy Optimization
in Commercial Buildings

National
Science
Foundation

$1,636,119

11/13/09

Accepted

Architecture

EFRI-SEED Preliminary
Proposal: A Holistic Approach
for Adaptive Sustainable Building
Systems

Louisiana
State
University

$223,210

11/13/09

Pending

Senagala,
Mahesh

Architecture

Ball State University Foundation
Transfer

Ball State
University
Foundation

$1,298

05/17/10

Funded

Elvin,
George

Architecture

Collaborative Research:
Environmental Impact of
Nanomaterials in Architecture
and Construction Industry

Perkins &
Will

$87,359

03/03/10

Pending

Elvin,
George

Architecture

GOALI EFRI-SEED: Light
Balancing: Integrating
Technology with Design for
Energy Optimization in
Commercial Buildings

National
Science
Foundation

$1,879,766

04/08/10

Pending

Spodek,
Jonathan

Architecture

EcoREHAB Model House &
Assistance Center: Rehabilitation
and Construction Phases

Ball State
University
Foundation

$75,000

03/31/10

Pending

Keddy,
Karen

Architecture

After the 1917 Halifax Explosion:
An Analysis of Design for the
Disabled

Nova Scotia
Museum

$3,785

01/28/10

Pending

Spodek,
Jonathan

Architecture

EcoREHAB Muncie Support

George &
Frances Ball
Foundation

$35,000

03/01/10

Not
Funded

Eggink,
Harry

Architecture

Charrette Workshop

Town of
Upland,
Indiana

$10,000

01/22/10

Pending

Wolner,
Edward

Architecture

Skyscraper Romances from the
Great War to the Great
Depression

Private
Foundation

$15,000

07/15/09

Funded

Elvin,
George

Architecture

Knowledge-Based Control
System for Reducing Energy
Consumption in Commercial
Lighting

Perkins &
Will

$31,696

08/18/09

Pending

Senagala,
Mahesh

Architecture

Ball State University Foundation
Transfers

Ball State
University
Foundation

$1,094

04/13/10

Funded

Grondzik,
Walter

Architecture

The Air You Breathe

American
Society of
Heating,
Refrigerating,
and AirConditioning
Engineers,
Inc.

$4,484

12/11/09

Pending

Senagala,
Mahesh

Architecture

Ball State University Foundation
Transfer

Ball State
University
Foundation

$3,000

03/25/10

Funded

Beaubien,
Brad

CAP Indy
Center

Technical Support Assistance for
the Great Indy Neighborhoods
Initiative and FOCUS Program

Local
Initiatives
Support
Corporation

$9,000

12/07/09

Funded

Beaubien,
Brad

CAP Indy
Center

East Washington Street Corridor
Study

City of
Indianapolis,
Indiana

$34,700

04/20/10

Pending

Beaubien,
Brad

CAP Indy
Center

Neighbor Power! Website

Local
Initiatives
Support
Corporation

$7,300

05/05/10

Pending

Beaubien,
Brad

CAP Indy
Center

Graduate Assistantship for City of
Greenwood, IN

City of
Greenwood,
Indiana

$5,158

07/22/09

Funded

Beaubien,
Brad

CAP Indy
Center

Graduate Assistantship for City of
Marion, IN

City of
Marion,
Indiana

$11,348

07/22/09

Funded

Beaubien,
Brad

CAP Indy
Center

Town of McCordsville Graduate
Assistantship 2009-10

Town of
McCordsville,
Indiana

$13,411

08/18/09

Funded

Campbell,
Duncan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Heritage Tourism
Recommendations

City of
Noblesville,
Indiana

$5,559

04/27/10

Funded

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Condition Assessment and Phase
1 Preservation Plan of the Lynam
Building

Greenfield/Ha
ncock County
Chamber of
Commerce

$3,975

05/25/10

Pending

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Historic Sites and Structures
Inventory of Bartholomew
County

Historic
Landmarks
Foundation of
Indiana

$53,239

10/02/09

Pending

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Walking Tour Brochure of
Historic Architecture in/near
Downtown Vincennes

Knox County
Public
Library

$3,505

03/18/10

Funded

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Adaptive Use Report for the
Weiler Building, Hartford City

Ball State
University
Foundation

$2,500

07/02/09

Pending

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Preservation Plan for the
Cloverdale Ice House and a
Development Plan for the
Surrounding Lot

Cloverdale
Main Street

$6,400

07/02/09

Not
Funded

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Three National Register
Nominations for the Heritage
Preservation Society of Putnam
County

Heritage
Preservation
Society of
Putnam
County

$21,398

08/04/09

Pending

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Historic Structure Report of the
Wainwright House

Hamilton
County Parks
and
Recreation

$18,907

07/02/09

Not
Funded

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Historic Sites and Structures
Inventory of Warren County

Historic
Landmarks
Foundation of
Indiana

$33,282

10/02/09

Pending

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Integrated Cultural Resource
Management Plan

Indiana Army
National
Guard

$47,474

05/13/10

Pending

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Proposal to Illustrate Existing
Zoning Regulations for the
Corridor Protection Overlay
District for the Town of Danville

Town of
Danville,
Indiana

$4,890

08/04/09

Not
Funded

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Proposal to the Anderson Family
YMCA for a National Register of
Historic Places Nomination of the
Anderson YMCA Building

Anderson
Family
YMCA

$4,914

03/25/10

Funded

Lankford,
Susan

Center for
Historic
Preservation

Publication of Carroll and
Franklin County Interim Reports

Historic
Landmarks
Foundation of
Indiana

$25,807

10/02/09

Pending

Vasquez
de
Velasco,
Guillermo

Dean's
Office

Ball State University Foundation
Transfers

Ball State
University
Foundation

$2,514

03/25/10

Funded

Smith, Les

Landscape
Architecture

Faculty Replacement for
Landscape Architecture
Design/Build Course

Delaware
County Soil
and Water
Conservation
District

$4,600

10/12/09

Funded

Naderi,
Jody

Landscape
Architecture

Ball State University Foundation
Transfer

Ball State
University
Foundation

$85

05/17/10

Funded

Naderi,
Jody

Landscape
Architecture

Ball State University Foundation
Transfer

Ball State
University
Foundation

$796

04/13/10

Funded

Motloch,
John

Landscape
Architecture

Reduced Conflict Pathway to a
Post-Scarcity World

Benjamin V.
Cohen
Memorial
Fund

$15,000

02/05/10

Not
Funded

Baas,
Robert

Landscape
Architecture

Identifying Patterns in the Ohio
River Valley Hay Culture:
Predictive Modeling Historic
Locations of the Mormon Hay
Press

James
Marston Fitch
Charitable
Foundation

$24,250

09/15/09

Pending

Motloch,
John

Landscape
Architecture

Economic and Social Adjustment
in Communities Dependent on the
North American Automotive
Industry

Canadian
Department
of Foreign
Affairs and
International
Trade

$15,000

05/03/10

Pending

Hunt,
Martha

Landscape
Architecture

Searchable Database of Native
Plant Species

BBC Client

$5,000

04/20/10

Funded

$4,386,823

Objective

C. Increase the number of faculty and students and the breadth of disciplines engaged in scholarship.

-CAP Faculty Publications and Celebratory Dean‟s Bookshelf.
In celebration of our collective scholarship we have consolidated a list of publications in
which our faculty are authors, co-authors or chief editors. Additionally we have produced
a poster listing all faculty publications available in our library system and purchased
(many donated) a number of such publications for display and consultation in the waiting
area of the Dean’s Office.

Bookshelf located in the
waiting area of the Dean’s
Office celebrates signature
publications of our faculty
and former students.
These publications are
frequently reviewed by
college visitors and
prospective students (and
parents) as they wait for
college tours or meetings
with the Associate Dean
and Chair of the CAP First
Year Undergraduate
Program, Professor Michel
Mounayar.
Our guests are evidently
impressed from learning
that in several cases our
faculty have authored the
books that are required
readings in most schools of
architecture and planning.

D

Objective
. Recognize scholarship of discovery, integration, application, and teaching with implementation
defined at the department level.

Given our current limitations for funding faculty travel and release time from missioncritical teaching tasks, we are applying our creativity to the implementation of higher
levels of integration between our research and teaching resources. P&T committees at
college and departmental level have been charged with the development of faculty
fellows and faculty mentors programs. This is a well-known model in research intensive
institutions that has the potential to work well in CAP.

Bookshelf located in the waiting area of the Dean’s Office celebrates signature publications of
our faculty and former students.
These publications are frequently reviewed by college visitors and prospective students (and
parents) as they wait for college tours or meetings with the Associate Dean and Chair of the CAP
First Year Undergraduate Program, Professor Michel Mounayar.
Professor Mounayar’s invited
IBJ OpEd expands the college’s
influence and impact in the
Indianapolis and the region.
The article also serves the
colleges effort to market and
establish the Indianapolis-based
Master of Urban Design
(MUD). MUD faculty and
students continue to have a
growing and important presence
in the heart of Downtown
Indianapolis. The MUD
program is fast becoming a
major player in the
development of the city. Both
public and private design and
planning firms have been
engaged to the benefit of
students and the program.

Objective

E. Grow selected graduate programs to support increased scholarship.

-Growth of Master-Level Programs in Muncie
Master-level professional programs with nested graduate certificate programs have great
potential to inform and be informed by growth in faculty scholarship. A good example
will be provided by our new Certificate in Digital Design and Fabrication. The ability of

faculty to teach elective courses that contribute to already existing and well-populated
degree programs is of critical importance in the development of a sustainable relationship
between teaching and scholarship. Annex #4
-Development and Growth of Master-Level Programs in Indianapolis
We have great potential for graduate-level recruitment in Indianapolis. Our initial
assessment is that Indianapolis can support at least in some measure all our master-level
professional programs at the same time that provides our faculty with direct access to an
“Urban Laboratory” that can inform their scholarship. Our new Master of Urban Design
Program in Indianapolis is a good example of that happening. Annex #5

-Development Non-Residential Doctoral (PhD) Degree in the Built Environment.
A Doctoral Degree Program is without doubt the most effective way of supporting the
scholarship of our faculty. We probably have a great opportunity to develop a Doctoral
Program limited exclusively to the areas of expertise of our faculty and attracting on a
non-residential basis the tenure-track faculty of our peer institutions. We are looking
forward to the development of a white paper addressing this opportunity.

Objective

F. Attract and retain highly productive faculty of national prominence.

The 2009-10 academic year we had very limited activity in faculty recruitment. In part
this has been a limitation imposed by budget constraints but also as a tactical move that
now provides departmental leadership with added flexibility on how to address their
future faculty re-investment strategies.

GOAL 3EMENT

The College of Architecture and Planning will address local, state, national, and international needs through
activities that foster collaboration and mutually beneficial relationships with its diverse constituents.

A

Objective
. Foster and support activities of faculty, staff, and students that have the potential to lead to
enterprising ventures.

-International Distance Education
We are in the process of studying the possibility of delivering (as an export offer)
graduate certificates via digital networks into emerging graduate programs in Latin
America. The original plan to call for a summit of Latin American Deans of Schools of
Architecture at Ball State University in April/May of 2010 has been substituted by an
exploratory meeting in Buenos Aires this summer (June 30), where the Dean will be
meeting with administrators of schools in Peru, Chile, Argentina, and Brazil.
-Support of Non-Profit Enterprising Ventures.
A good example in the framework of last year’s activities is the initiative of Professor
Jonathan Spodek (AR) called “ecoREHAB.” The program calls for proactive
interventions in which Ball State students and faculty work with the Muncie community
in the rehabilitation of the residential stock of Muncie.

Associate Professor Jonathan Spodek helps put boards on windows last fall during one of
the ecoREHAB projects. The program is designed to help with the revitalization of urban
neighborhoods.

B

Objective . Offer market-responsive educational, cultural, and economic development programs that
meet the needs of external partners.

The Indianapolis Regional Center Design Guidelines, a joint project of the City of Indianapolis, the College of Architecture and Planning Indianapolis Center, and the Historic Landmark
Foundation of Indiana’s Urban Design Oversight Committee, has won the 2010 National

Planning Excellence Award for Best Practice from the American Planning Association. The
award, considered to be the most prestigious in the planning profession, will be presented at
the 2010 National Planning Conference in New Orleans on April 12, 2010.
The guidelines and implementation tool called for by the previously adopted Regional Center
Plan 2020 and, for the first time since the Regional Center zoning district was established
decades ago, provide a community standard for urban design in the downtown area. Designed
to promote creativity, diversity, and local heritage, the guidelines are intended to protect
stakeholder investments by maintaining downtown Indianapolis as an efficient, sustainable,
and vital place to live, work, and spend free time.
The written guidelines provide a valuable resource on the goals of the city for developers,
architects, other designers, and staff. The guidelines also provide, for the first time, an
opportunity for public comment on significant investments in the Regional Center.
Numerous current and former CAP faculty and staff, including Scott Tr uex, Br ad Beaubien
(BUPD ’00, MURP ’01), Adam Thies (BUPD ’00), and Harry Eggink, as well as graduate
students Matt O’Rourke (MURP ’04), Nathan Schmidt (MURP ’04), Sarah Chmielak
(MURP ’04), Carmen Lethig (MURP ’07), Jeff Leuenberger (BUPD ’05, MURP ’08), Erin
Brown (MURP ’08), and Emily Rosendall (MURP ’07), worked on this project. The project
was also a recipient of a 2009 Hoosier Planning Award from the Indiana Chapter of the
American Planning Association.

C

Objective
. Expand the success and reach of Ball State’s Building Better Communities (BBC)
initiative, dedicated to expanding economic opportunities and advancing quality of life in communities across
Indiana.

-The Community Based Projects Program held a community charrette from November
6th-8th in Topeka, Indiana in 2008. CAP faculty Scott Truex, Harry Eggink, John
Motloch, and Bruce Race led several students in an effort examining long term
sustainable growth and development, strategies for economic development, branding, and
marketing, strategies for local renewable energy sources, and community connections
between residents including Amish and new immigrant populations.
-The Community Based Projects Program and AIA Fort Wayne also led a charrette in
downtown Fort Wayne, Indiana February 19th – 21st. CAP faculty Scott Truex, Harry
Eggink, Lohren Deeg, and Emeritus Tony Costello joined CAP alums Mike McKay,
Zachary Benedict, and Andy Mitchell to lead teams of students from a variety of CAP
courses examining transportation issues, infill development, economic development,
housing infill, and the integration of recent sports and entertainment venues in the
downtown area.

D

Objective
. Lead Indiana in authorizing charter schools and be the premier resource supporting
the success of all charter schools.

-With a grant from the Business Fellows Program, Associate Professor Pamela Harwood
continues to teach a studio on charter schools; the work of her students has been
exhibited and written about in the newspapers of several Indiana communities. Her initial
success resulted last year on a 3-year funding stream that will continue to make her work
possible.

E

Objective . Provide working professionals in Indianapolis access to professional development through
graduate programs, skill enhancements, and facility access.

The Director of CAP:IC at the Ball State Indianapolis Center, Brad Beaubien is in the
process of building a very robust continuing professional development program under the
label “Indianapolis by Design”.
The Indianapolis by Design program provides high quality training in the built
environment for design professionals and engaged community residents. It aims to be a
catalyst for improving the quality of life and economic competitiveness of Central
Indiana by increasing capacity for excellence in design and planning.
The Indianapolis by Design program is the new training program of CAP:IC that focuses
on two types of courses: professional continuing education and community enrichment.
Professional Continuing Education courses provide instruction that meets standards for
continuing education units or professional growth for Architects, Landscape Architects,

Planners or LEED accredited professionals. Learn more about professional continuing
education offerings.


Community Enrichment courses are designed to deepen understanding in topics for
neighborhood leaders, proactive Indianapolis residents and allied constituents by
providing courses for personal or organizational enrichment. Learn more about
community enrichment offerings.

GOAL 4UNITY

The College of Architecture and Planning will improve the university community‟s quality of life.
Objective

A. Increase student, staff, faculty, and family participation in a coordinated wellness program.

-With the recommissioning of Irving Gym, across the street from CAP, we will be
promoting a healthier lifestyle among our students, faculty, and staff. In anticipation to
the opening this fall semester, the Dean of CAP has already joined the BSU Adult Fitness
Program.
Objective

B. Create a service-oriented campus culture in all units.

-The Faculty and Students of CAP participate in a number of service-oriented programs.
The following programs have been active during the 2009-10 academic year:
-Community Based Projects,
-Habitat for Humanity, and
-Freedom by Design:

CAP students of Freedom By Design, at work.

Objective

C. Achieve greater success and recognition in extramural athletics and academic competitions.

Our students are constantly engaged in design and planning competitions in which they
frequently achieve substantial recognition.
This year in a particular case of unusual magnitude our students took first place, third
place, and all honorable mentions in a national design competition. The American
Institute of Architecture Students (AIAS)-Kawneer Municipal Courthouse Student

Design Competition challenged contestants to redesign any municipal courthouse in
Atlanta, Chicago, Washington, San Diego or Portland, Ore. The redesigns needed to
highlight the unique features of the courthouses while incorporating sustainable and
universal building principles. Ball State was one of 31 universities that entered the
competition.

It has been noted that the growing number of internal design competitions (i.e. ICMA
Competition, CRIPE Competition, etc.) in which our students participate is creating a
very competitive culture that shows when they compete in extramural events.
Also, in further evidence of the strength of our Institute for Digital Fabrication, a group
of CAP students ended second in a Student Titanium Pedestrian Bridge Design
Competition, sponsored by the Defense Metals Technology Center (DMTC) and the
University of Akron. The winning team was from the University of Akron.

D

Objective
. Increase diversity of student, faculty, and staff populations and enhance the climate
supporting diversity.

We have been extremely successful in attracting a very diverse group of faculty into
leadership positions in every department (in addition to the college). In our last
recruitment cycle for our common CAP freshman year we have achieved 14% minority
enrollment. This has been our highest minority enrollment ever.

Professor Michael Burayidi has coordinated a substantial number of college
receptions/tours for minority prospective students. The standard program for these visits
includes a welcome by the Dean or the Associate Dean, short presentations by the three
Department Chairs or Program Coordinators, and a tour of CAP facilities guided by a
current CAP student.

E

Objective . Plan and execute new construction and renovations of campus facilities to best support
learning, scholarship, institutional effectiveness, and quality of life.

-In 2007 the Institute for Digital Fabrication purchased a new 5-axis CNC Router that
needs to be properly housed in the AB building in articulation with our design studios
and other fabrication resources. Currently we do not have the space for putting this new
piece of equipment in service but we do have an area of expansion that is ideal for this
purpose. The area of reference is currently used as an open-air service patio that is a
source of constant concern due to its lack of security and appearance. The area of
reference could house the new CNC Router, do so next door to our current workshop area
(ideal in terms of consolidation), and at low cost since most of the surrounding walls
already exist. The following images illustrate the location and the nature of the proposed
expansion.
With the financial assistance of the Center for Media Design our plans for the
construction of the proposed expansion are moving forward. At the time of editing this
report an architecture firm has finished preparing drawings that should soon go out for
bidding. We look forward to have this extension in service later in the year.

CNC Router in storage

Location

Proposed enclosure

Objective

Open-air service patio

F. Increase the vitality of campus social and cultural life.

-During the 2009-10 academic year CAP has hosted a number of important lectures on
subjects directly related to our curricula. The following is a partial list of guest lecturers:
-Allen Jacobs on 11/9/09
-Chris Genik on 11/13/09
-Takano Fumiaki (Design Week LA) on 11-20-11-24-09
-Pedro Pacheco on 3/4/10
-Tadd Miller on 3/22/10
-Dannelle Guthrie, Tom Buresh on 3/26/10
-We have appointed Carol Street, CAP Archivist, with the additional task of coordinating
our agenda of special events. Carol will be coordinating our college’s lecture program,
exhibition program, movie program, and a myriad of other events that will seek to
generate synergy between the cultural and social life of CAP’s residents.
As an example of the kind of events we look forward to see in the future, during the
spring semester Carol coordinated the premier of a film on Louis Sullivan (credited as
creator of the skyscraper) with a gallery exhibit of his work, and a research class that
investigates related artifacts making use of digital 3-D scanning technology.

